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We would like to recognize Julian Crayton as an outstanding DSP!! Julian has consistently been an exemplary DSP! 

Julian always comes into shift full of energy, smiles, and enthusiasm. There has not been a time noted that he has not come in 

without a smile on his face and greeting everyone in the house enthusiastically.  

Julian does a great job of motivating the men he serves to engage in activities, exercise, goal work, as well as assisting and 

prompting with hygiene and cleaning/organizing to the best of his ability to do so. Julian has even been successful with an indi-

vidual who is not always so easy to motivate.  

Julian is also very willing to complete any task assigned to him and takes pride in doing so. He has offered to pick up shifts, rear-

range his schedule to accommodate needs to help out. One example of this was when his LDSP was on PTO for a couple of 

weeks, and shifts needed covered. Julian not only picked up several shifts, but also was creative in helping to cover shifts, by 

relaying that another staff was available to work his hours, and he could pick up the open shift if she was able to do so. Julian 

kept in constant contact with the coordinator and took initiative to ensure the guys’ needs were met.  

Julian has taken initiative to organize parts of the house such as the abundance of crafts and supplies without being asked to do 

so and all this is very much appreciated! 

Julian is well liked by all the guys served as well as his co staff and supervisors. Julian exhibits a general passion for his job and 

for the individuals served. It is felt that Julian displays and lives the core values of MYEP. 


